the de-attributions. 6 For The Apparition of Mrs. Veal (1706), Defoe's authorship has been doubted, if not absolutely denied, based on the work's content. 7 With The Age of Wonders (1710), A Narrative of the Proceedings in France (1724), and Reasons for a War, in Order to Establish the Tranquility and Commerce of Europe (1729), Defoe's authorship has been advocated in response to de-attribution. 8 Also, a number of works not previously associated with Defoe have been reassigned to him-namely, Observations Made in England, on the Trial of Captain Green (1705), One Word with the Craftsman Extraordinary (1729), and Christianity Not as Old as the Creation (1730). 9 The works that have hitherto been proposed for re-attribution, along with the new ascriptions, lack external evidence for Defoe's authorship: no contemporaneous witness unequivocally asserts that Defoe wrote them. In Furbank and Owens's schema, they may be admitted as "probable" at best. The two items I propose for re-attribution both have external evidence: warrant for Defoe's authorship comes from outside the text itself. Furbank and Owens follow the sound principle that, though external evidence is not definitive, "internal evidence increases enormously in weight when there is some, even very slight, external evidence present." 10 A Secret History of One Year and Memoirs of the Conduct of Her Late Majesty were de-attributed, despite external evidence, not because more plausible candidates for authorship emerged, or because they contravene Defoe's style or ideas, or because he denied writing them. 11 They were de-attributed because they were deemed to be weak performances, of too low a quality to have been penned by Defoe. Assessing the available evidence for authorship of these pamphlets will both restore them to Defoe and indicate that pronouncements about literary quality represent a dubious methodology for authorship attribution, particularly of occasional political tracts.
It helps to be precise about what constitutes a value judgment. Though axiology is often implicit in claims about style, form, argument, and the like, I refer to assessments expressly about merit, worth, or efficacy. There is some external evidence for Defoe's authorship of a poem called Good Advice to the Ladies (1702), but because that re-attributing two defoe pamphlets 49 evidence is contradictory Furbank and Owens state: "One is thrown back on one's stylistic intuitions, which in our case are rather against the poem's being by Defoe. For one thing, the run of the verses, and the particular way of handling enjambment, do not sound right for him." There is nothing overtly evaluative in this appraisal. An antiSacheverell title from 1710 is also in a style that the bibliographers say "does not seem at all to suggest Defoe"; however, it is also judged "pedestrian" and "colourless. " 12 Here, the assessment of style is patently evaluative. Evaluation, of course, can take the form of a simple pronouncement, or it can be done with reference to criteria and with citation and argument. Evaluation is an undertheorized aspect of attribution studies. 13 It is commendable, therefore, that Furbank and Owens discuss as well as apply it, briefly arguing for the negative part evaluation can play in debating authorship-it constitutes potential evidence against but not for an attribution. 14 Thus, Lewis Theobald's assessment of the authorship of the Henry VI trilogy ("there are several Master-Strokes in these three Plays, which incontestibly betray the Workmanship of Shakespeare") is invalid. 15 However, the derision heaped in some quarters on parvenu ascriptions like "A Funeral Elegy," "A Lover's Complaint," and "Shall I Die?" presumably does count against Shakespeare's authorship of these poems. In response to Gary Taylor's assertion that "judgments of quality cannot be made the primary, or even the secondary, basis of attributions of authorship, " Brian Vickers insists that "judgment of quality can indeed form a legitimate element in authorship discussions. " 16 John Jowett does not overcome the impasse by stating (with reference to Vickers's treatment of "Shall I Die?") that "doubts as to the poem's literary quality cannot form the basis for a judgment as to its authorship. " But significantly he faults Vickers's approach by noting that "the analysis of the poet's use of rhetoric, metaphor, and meter relies ultimately on subjective judgment as to whether it is done skilfully or badly, the imputation being that if the poem is poor writing it is therefore not by Shakespeare. " 17 One is reminded of Pope's relegation of the bad bits from Shakespeare to the foot of the page and of the embarrassment with which Victorian critics acknowledged that Defoe wrote Moll Flanders and Roxana, books now read as "classics." Furbank and Owens say: "Defoe no doubt sometimes wrote badly, but it is safe to assume that he was not capable of certain kinds of badness, as of certain kinds of excellence. " This principle escapes their rejection of attribution methods that are "purely personal and impressionistic, " and it falls foul of their complaint that "much argument about literary attribution is conducted in terms, not of evidential proof, but of authority. " 18 Samuel Schoenbaum sensibly holds that, for attribution, "intuitions, convictions, and subjective judgments generally, carry no weight as evidence. This no matter how learned, respected, or confident the authority. " 19 He includes claims about aesthetic merit, stating that the "inclination, insufficiently resisted, is to make oversimplified descriptive pronouncements and pass oversimplified value judgments. A scene is by Jonson because it is 'masterful, ' by Middleton because 'it has his irony, ' by Peele or Greene or Heywood because it is not very good. [. . .] The limited critical value of this kind of impressionism is sufficiently obvious. As evidence [for attribution] its value is nil. " 20 Furbank and Owens evaluate works incidentally for a number of "probable" attributions and de-attributions: they praise pieces for which they offer grounds for Defoe's authorship; they deprecate titles rejected because they lack external evidence (like the anti-Sacheverell tract mentioned above). 21 However, the two pamphlets I discuss here were removed solely due to their evaluation, despite external evidence, and without the consideration of internal evidence that a contemporaneous attribution usually demands. Even Vickers uses evaluation as only an "element" in attribution, not unilaterally, one that does not outweigh more tangible evidence. Equivocal support for the evaluative approach comes from Harold Love, who approves as a "valid argument" Ephim Fogel's objections to a Marvell attribution by George de Forest Lord: "Marvell is a good writer; therefore he cannot be the author of the 'Second advice' , which in Fogel's view is a bad or at best a mediocre poem. Any attempt at rebuttal has to find ways of showing that it is a good poem. " Perhaps the important factor here is that Lord attributed the poem to Marvell on broadly evaluative grounds with no external evidence, so Fogel's rebuttal applies the same principle. Love does not make this caveat, however, and even goes on to speculate about why American readers, because their accents more closely resemble those of Renaissance England, might like "A Funeral Elegy" re-attributing two defoe pamphlets 51 more than British readers and so approve the Shakespeare attribution. 22 If this is correct, it surely proves little more than the contingent nature of value judgments. Is the student who wishes to reassign to Defoe a couple of political pamphlets that chime with his known ideas and that contemporaries considered to be his also obliged to show that they are good enough? In my discussion of each pamphlet, I detail the external and internal evidence for Defoe, and I aim to counter negative evaluative judgments in a roundabout way-by showing that they do not command consensus, are misplaced when adduced to debate authorship, and, in this case, take insufficient stock of the pamphlets' place in Defoe's articulation of his political ideas.
A Secret History of One Year Following George I's accession and ministerial changes in favor of the Whigs, those who had served in Anne's last Tory ministry feared repercussions for their role in negotiating the Treaty of Utrecht and allegedly favoring the Pretender's succession. Certain Whigs nevertheless worried that the new king was too lenient in offering posts to Tories. 23 A pamphlet by the Whig polemicist John Oldmixon, The False Steps of the Ministry after the Revolution (October 1714), written as a letter to an unnamed lord, looked back to the "lenity and moderation" that William III and Mary II initially extended to the "Evil Ministers" who had served James II. In consequence, "the Parliament was compos' d of an Unnatural Medley of Williamites and Jacobites. " "I cannot but hope it will have some good Effect on your Lordship by applying it to the late Managers," Oldmixon writes, gunning for those responsible for "the Peace, the Twelve Lords, the Treaty of Commerce with France and Spain, the Catalans, the Tyranny of the Commission of Accounts, and the Insolence of the whole Faction. " After this inventory of Tory misdemeanors, Oldmixon suggests that "the fatal Moderation" and "Lenity of King William's Reign" is both an analogue for and cause of the current situation: "For the late Managers, when they declar' d for France and the Pretender, did only in an open manner, what they had been doing clandestinely ever since the Revolution. " 24 Apparently in response to Oldmixon, A Secret History of One Year (November 1714) argues that "it is a very great Mistake to say that the King immediately employed the same Instruments in carrying on his Government of the Nation, which had been the Agents of King James's Tyranny." Certainly William exercised his characteristic clemency in pursuit of political unity: "Since he was now to be King, he desir' d to be King of all his People, and not to begin his Reign with Blood. " However, William's ini- tial employment of Whigs meant that "His Majesty put himself and the Kingdom wholly into their Hands, the very first step that he took in Government"; their officiousness and partisanship promptly "obliged His Majesty to change hands" and to incorporate more Tories, balancing the parties in his ministry. Moreover, Britons should remember that "the first Revolution [1688] has not been the Type of this [1714] only, but the Parent of it; and that K. William restor' d the Nation to that Liberty by which the Settlement of the Succession in the Protestant Line of hannover has been made able to take Place." 25 The author indicates that George I might come to regret allying himself exclusively with Whigs who are baying for Tory blood.
The Secret History was attributed to Defoe in 1717 by the Whig journalist Abel Boyer as part of an attack in The Political State of Great Britain that described Defoe as a hack who had "prostituted his Pen to the vilest Purposes" and alleged that Defoe was "famous for writing upon, for, and against all manner of Persons, Subjects, and Parties. " Boyer pointed to Defoe's reliance on "the Beneficence of his Masters, and in particular the E[arl] of O[xford]," characterizing Defoe as a hired pen who operated a "Forge of Politicks and Scandal, for which, for these Six Years past, he supplies Monthly, often Weekly, the Publishers in and about Pater-noster-Row." There is probably no stronger contemporaneous statement of Defoe's venality and duplicity-or of his productivity. Boyer listed fourteen titles, constituting seventeen separate works, that he believed Defoe had written. 26 Defoe responded in Mercurius Politicus with an equally personal attack on Boyer, whom he labeled "the Scum of Hackney Scribblers, " a man of dissolute morals, a plagiarist, and a pirate. Boyer's attributions, he said, have mostly missed their mark: "Of all that Number, there is but one that I was sole Author of, not above three that I ever had any Hand in, and five or six that I never saw in my Life. " 27 Leaving aside the thorny issue of shared authorship, this denial-cum-concession does not deal in specifics and cannot be credited: Defoe lied about not having written works he did, and he certainly wrote more than one of those Boyer pinned on him. His denial is an inadvertent admission of wide-ranging activity.
Another candidate for authorship of the Secret History has been proposed. Furbank and Owens assert that it was "ascribed to Robert Walpole by Walter Scott, in vol. 13 of his edition of the Somers Tracts. Moore dismisses Scott's attribution as 'erroneous.'" 28 These statements are not quite correct. The ascription to Walpole dates back to the mid-eighteenth century. 29 Scott in the early nineteenth century neither initiated nor endorsed it, as his headnote indicates:
re-attributing two defoe pamphlets 53 25. Daniel Defoe, A Secret History of One Year (London, 1714), 16-17, 10, 19, 23, 6 . It was advertised as published "this day" in the Daily Courant, November 30, 1714, and in the Evening Post, November 30-December 2, 1714, though it is mistitled in both as "The Short History of One Year"; an advertisement with the correct title appeared in the Evening Post, December 9-11, 1714.
26 Scott doubts the attribution that he inherited with the Somers Tracts: he could find neither authority nor rationale for Walpole. Moreover, Moore does not mention Scott when he says that the Secret History is "sometimes mistakenly attributed to Robert Walpole. " 31 Moore does not examine the history of the Walpole ascription, but he correctly announces it erroneous. Neither William Coxe in his 1798 biography nor any modern historian has considered this pamphlet in connection with Walpole. Scott is right that Walpole, who chaired the committee that investigated and impeached Harley and Bolingbroke, is an implausible candidate for the authorship of a tract that tries to palliate hostility to the Tories and warns against the monarch's overreliance on Whigs. As J. H. Plumb states, "Walpole was determined to destroy the late ministry and to destroy them in the most public fashion." 32 The Walpole attribution must be disregarded.
The bibliographers who supported Defoe's authorship of the Secret History between the 1860s and 1970s were William Lee, William Peterfield Trent, Henry Hutchins, John Robert Moore, and Maximillian Novak. Trent's argument, never published, is the fullest, relying not just on his stylistic "tests, " which are of limited value, but also on his identification of parallels with Defoe's known views and the fact that a contemporaneous advertisement for the Secret History stated that it was by the same author as the first two parts of The Secret History of the White-Staff. 33 This additional external evidence bolsters Boyer's attribution; whether they are independent is impos- 34 Furbank and Owens challenge Defoe's authorship solely with reference to the book's quality: "This absurdly repetitive and incompetent piece of writing can, one feels, hardly be by Defoe: the bumbling dialogue between the 'venerable Gentleman' and the 'noble Lord' almost reads like parody." 35 Since this dismissal, critics writing about the secret history genre have noted the work without evaluating its contents or authorship. 36 Several Defoe scholars have mentioned it. Manuel Schonhorn notes the tract in his discussion of Defoe's argument that James II, when Duke of York, had a "Popish" party working for him. Schonhorn cites The Secret History of State Intrigues in the Management of the Sceptre (1715) and A Secret History of One Year, acknowledging Furbank and Owens's de-attribution of both but stating, "I am certain that the first is Defoe's; the second is perhaps doubtful. " 37 The Secret History of State Intrigues was deattributed on the basis that there is no known external evidence for Defoe's authorship and that it attacks pamphlets Defoe wrote. Schonhorn does not give the grounds for his certainty and doubt (respectively) about these works. Novak, who disregards Furbank and Owens's de-attributions, only lists A Secret History of One Year with works illustrating Defoe's developing tactic of undermining efforts to establish the truth about the previous ministry. 38 Robert Mayer, in the most substantial critical discussion, acknowledges the Secret History's de-attribution, "at least partly on grounds of style," and relates the tract to developments in early modern historiography. Mayer considers ways in which the Secret History uses dialogue to illuminate a political message, qualifies the authority of its sources to draw attention to the constructed nature of historical truth, and avoids the "rhetorical eccentricities of many of the other secret histories" published at this time. Mayer surmises that "Defoe eschews the outlandish rhetoric that disqualified other secret histories from serious consideration as historical texts." 39 The fact that a late eighteenth-century history cites the Secret History to illustrate the point that the Whigs pursued their self-interest through alliance with William supports Mayer's case. 40 re-attributing two defoe pamphlets 55
Mayer's analysis redresses to some extent Furbank and Owens's objections to the quality of the work. If one were inclined to re-evaluate the tract, one might say that Oldmixon's purporting to draw on authorities from William III's time is effectively countered by the multiplication of perspectives in the Secret History. The voices of a "Noble Lord" and "a certain grave Gentleman" from William's era are interspersed with the narration of a "Relator" (supposed by Lee and Trent to be Defoe himself) as well as authorial commentary. The Secret History thus stages both a debate and its interpretation, putting the onus on readers to sort between competing accounts, making them revise genre expectations in the process. It uses the propagandistic tactic of rebutting by ventriloquizing one's opponent, having a more authoritative speaker contradict the opposed position. Boyer claimed he could recognize Defoe's "loose Stile and long-winded, spinning way of Writing, which is the same in all the Productions of this celebrated Author. " 41 This negative assessment led him to name Defoe, whereas Furbank and Owens say they cannot recognize anything of Defoe in repetitive dialogue. Each position has bias. I am not sure what in the Secret History reads like unintended parody, though the later dialogue is a bit dry (the gentleman speaking has, however, been characterized as "grave"). The Secret History might be compared to Defoe's Minutes of the Negotiations of Monsr. Mesnager (1717), of which Furbank comments: "Unfortunately, the last portion of the Minutes [. . .] seems too spun out and grows wearisome. This diminishes the effect of the work, yet it remains one of Defoe's most original inventions." 42 However, as early as 1741, the Minutes was misunderstood by Richard Savage as "a Book calculated to vilify the Administration in the four last Years of Queen Anne's Reign," which casts doubt on its propagandistic efficacy, as we now believe Defoe was vindicating Harley's ministry. 43 My aim is not so much to re-evaluate A Secret History of One Year as to suggest that assessments of merit are historically contingent and bound up with what one is looking for. Moreover, they are selectively adduced as evidence for attribution. In the context of Mayer's research on developments in historiography that prize inventive historical parallels, self-consciousness about historical transmission, and the maintenance of a staid approach that lends authority, the Secret History fares quite well. In terms of challenging an antecedent argument (Oldmixon's) and in having its readers sort between perspectives and apply history to current affairs, the pamphlet is perfectly good for its type. It shows a more sophisticated and accurate historical sense than Oldmixon's pamphlet: rather than an oversimplified account of post-Revolutionary politics, this version corroborates modern understandings of William III's developing motives in selecting ministers. 44 45 Arguments about authorship of anonymous writing must eschew evaluation. I now set forth the further evidence for Defoe's authorship of the Secret History and indicate the tract's importance for an assessment of his political thought.
Defoe rarely passed up an opportunity to defend William III: "I shall never suffer the Name of King William to bear any Reproach, that I can wipe off. " 46 The "Relator" in the Secret History states that "he could not in Justice restrain himself from so clear a Vindication of His Majesty's Conduct, which he thought was his Duty as a Subject." 47 Defoe defended William, during and after the monarch's lifetime, on many matters-over his right to the throne, in the face of xenophobic attacks, on account of the treaties of Spanish partition, over his right to a peacetime standing army, and even over the Glencoe Massacre. Some of these topics-the Whig bugbears of the standing army and Spanish partition-are mentioned by Oldmixon in False Steps. Defoe was always especially riled by Whig and Dissenter criticism of William (High Churchmen toasting the culprit mole was to be expected), and he continually railed at the "Prodigious Ingratitude" the nation extended to William. 48 It This account is very similar to that of William's early experiences of English politics as detailed in the Secret History: because the Whigs who opposed and deposed James proved venal and domineering, William gradually opted to employ Tories who had formerly supported James. 53 The Secret History cultivates an analogy between William and Harley as men who aimed to rule with a mixed government and who made expedient use of High Tories and Jacobites without adhering to their views. This was Defoe's main line of defense when writing on Harley's behalf in the next two and a half years. 54 William had "an Aversion always to the hot Men of the other Side"-the Tories-and he aimed to crush "the evil Spirit of Division and Dissention in england," but along the way he had to use "Jacobites" (in the sense of those who had served James before his removal rather than those who supported his right after it). 55 Another parallel between the Secret History and Defoe's writing in support of Harley is the admission that "the Command of the King to a Subject does not justify that Subject in any Illegal Action. " 56 Defoe frequently makes this argument, which the Whigs were invoking in their calls for Harley's impeachment. He concedes the legal point-a monarch's command does not excuse treason-but proceeds to qualify it, here in relation to James II's ministers who retained office and elsewhere with reference to Anne's. I will have occasion to discuss this matter in more detail below.
Another piece of evidence that supports Defoe's authorship comes in the Relator's comment on plans for British colonies in South America:
He gave us a Plan of the Design His Ma[jesty] had laid for a South Sea Company, by a Conquest on the Continent of america, as well on the Gulf of mexico, as on the Coast of the South Sea; upon the Foot whereof that Clause was inserted in the Gr [and] Alliance; that whatever the english conquered in the span[ish] west indies should be their own. 57 Defoe repeatedly promoted a design for colonies on opposite coasts of Spanish America, pointing out the provision in the articles of the Grand Alliance. He claimed, both in print and in letters to Harley, to have presented a scheme like this to William III. He endorsed a version of it in 1711 when Harley's proposal for a South Sea Company opened up the prospect of British colonies in South America, and he continued to write on the subject into the 1720s. 58 The two-coast plan is particular to Defoe, so its presence in the Secret History is substantial evidence for Defoe's authorship.
More parallels with Defoe's works might be offered, but none as idiosyncratic as the South Sea scheme and the defense of William's early dealings with English parties. The Secret History conforms to the terms on which Defoe had started defending Harley, too. The charge of bad writing, the only evidence offered against Defoe's authorship, is advanced without citation; it is also countered by assessments such as Lee's and Mayer's, more than a century apart. No internal evidence points away from Defoe.
The significance of the pamphlet for Defoe's political outlook is considerable. Rather than simply screening Harley, the Secret History's real aim, unachieved, is to re-attributing two defoe pamphlets 59 ensure the continuance of that man's-and Defoe's-political ideals: moderate government that eschews partisan dogmatism, predicated on the monarch's independence and careful balancing of extreme interests through the selection of ministers. Defoe feared for the political health of a nation whose king (George) sought to govern through an alliance with one party. The case of an earlier foreign monarch with a limited knowledge of domestic politics (William) was instructive, and it offered a conciliatory alternative to a Whig supremacy. The Secret History, then, is an important expression of Defoe's convictions, in which he counters the acceptance of narrow party allegiance as the norm in British politics. In the event, his voice was ineffectual: the Hanoverian alliance with the Whigs came about despite his efforts. 1715). The strategy of this work is to absolve the Harley-led ministry from having breached the terms of the Grand Alliance in unilaterally treating with France, partly by condemning the conduct of the Dutch and Austrians, but mainly by insisting that the impetus for peace came from Anne herself. An anonymous countess, one of the "very few, about Her Majesty, to whom She imparted her Thoughts in these Particulars, " relates Anne's unguarded moments-the "secret Lamentations from Her Mouth"-when the queen pathetically expostulates on the human cost of war. 65 These moments are punctuated by political surmises:
Memoirs of the Conduct of Her Late Majesty and Her Last Ministry
The making the last Peace with France, was not so much the Design and Contrivances of a Party, as some would have us believe; neither was it a Concert between the Ministry and France, founded on the Corruption of Persons concern' d, and which was procur' d by Bribes, Pensions, Presents, &c. from France; but had its beginning from, as it was in all its Parts prosecuted and finish' d, by the express Resolution, and earnest Applications of Her Majesty personally, mov' d to it, as is said, from Her Natural Abhorrence of Cruelty and Blood, and Her deep Concern, occasion' d by the Ruin of Her Subject's Families, and the Lives of Her People, and from no other Occasion whatsoever. 66 Far from having swayed the queen, her ministers acted compassionately in accordance with her wishes. In speeches that the countess overhears, Anne exculpates her ministers, particularly Harley, who has to be persuaded to press for peace. The pamphlet details the pains everyone took to ensure that the allies gained satisfactory terms. It specifies that everything was conducted through Parliament, so that there cannot now be complaints about the legality or indeed the secrecy of the former ministry's actions.
Memoirs was ascribed to Defoe along with The Secret History of the Secret History of the White-Staff in Queen Anne Vindicated (February 1715), which is very probably by William Pittis. 67 Pittis wrote of Defoe: "When a Man has chang' d his Principles which are his very Nature, 'tis not a Work of much Labour for him to do the same Thing by his Name; and if such a one puts on the Resemblance of a Person of Honour or a Countess, he does but Act the Second Part of the sam[e] Farce." 68 Latterly, Trent inherited the attribution of Memoirs to Defoe from James Crossley's manuscript list of sixty "new" Defoe attributions, drawn up between 1869 and 1883. 69 Furbank and Owens challenge the attribution, first in the 1992 article and then in Defoe De-attributions. What warrants distrusting the external evidence?
Our argument rests on literary grounds. It is very hard to believe that the author of such ingenious and subtle productions as the White Staff pamphlets, which manage to present so cunning and plausible a defence of Harley-one based on his known weaknesses of character-could contemporaneously be producing such a clumsy and hopelessly implausible polemic as Memoirs of the Conduct of Her Late Majesty (of which Trent writes, "I am afraid that the Countess was a fraud who could not have deceived a baby"). 70 Like A Secret History of One Year, Memoirs is proposed for exclusion despite the contemporaneous attribution because it is deemed unworthy of Defoe's abilities. Trent is quoted in support of its deprecation, but he goes on to say that "the pamphlet is plainly Defoe's, and, as a whole, does him credit. [. . .] The tract is a persuasive one. " 71 Again, a reconsideration of the evidence swings the balance in favor of Defoe's authorship.
On what basis do such claims as "clumsy" and "hopelessly implausible" rest? 72 We gain more detail in Furbank and Owens's earlier essay, where they describe Memoirs as "a tract in which no effort at all is made to exploit the fictional potentialities of its pretended author, the Countess of ---. " 73 Memoirs is denigrated and subsequently (consequently?) de-attributed for failing to anticipate Defoe's later exploitations of persona in secret histories, like that which is considered one of his final efforts to exonerate Harley, Minutes of Mesnager, and more obviously in what we now call the novels. If accepted into the Defoe canon, Memoirs would be an example of a long narrative adopting a female voice that predates Moll Flanders and Roxana. As with A Secret History of One Year, the terms of its de-attribution beg two questions: How appropriate is it to use literary standards in evaluating this work? And how appropriate is it to use this evaluation in assessing likely authorship? My assessment of the critical reception of Memoirs will again show that axiological judgments are unreliable guides in attribution.
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The case for readmitting this work to the Defoe canon comes in three parts. First, Furbank and Owens's objections to its quality are balanced by other perspectives. Second, the nature of the external evidence needs to be more thoroughly inspected. External evidence in Defoe attribution sometimes gets reported as bare fact-either there or not there-and is not always evaluated in a qualitative way. In this case, it is especially strong: Pittis was carefully picking out his man. Third, I will assess the work's content and contend that internal evidence corroborates the external evidence for Defoe's authorship. In keeping with Defoe's politics, this pamphlet's defense of Harley approbates a polity in which monarchical authority achieves its ends through appointed ministers' parliamentary work.
Judging by how many commentators thought fit to ignore Memoirs when it was in the Defoe canon, we might be inclined to concur with Furbank and Owens's assessment. Of Defoe's major biographers, only Paula Backscheider comments: "Memoirs of the Conduct of Her Late Majesty, with its portrayal of the weeping, maudlin queen, would be worthy of the worst of Delarivière Manley's scandalous memoirs." 74 Notwithstanding the upturn in Manley's critical fortunes in the last twenty-five years, Backscheider corroborates Furbank and Owens's appraisal avant la lettre.
However, one scholar who has dwelt on the tract comes to the opposite conclusion. Sandra Sherman calls Memoirs "one of [Defoe' s] most cunning 'political fictions,'" using the exact adjective-"cunning"-denied to it by Furbank and Owens. As with Mayer on A Secret History of One Year, evaluation evidently depends on what one is looking for. Sherman's (perhaps overly ingenious) argument is that Defoe avoids accountability for writing political fictions by flooding the print marketplace with pseudonymous, mutually contradictory accounts of events that collectively defer the satisfaction of complete knowledge and screen their author in a manner analogous to a burgeoning system of financial credit. She compares Memoirs quite favorably to the text that Furbank and Owens thought overshadowed it, The Secret History of the Secret History of the White-Staff: "Both warn against the practices they deploy, developing a selfreflexivity that implies candor even as it tries to exclude extratextual interrogation. " 75 Moreover, it is worth noting that White-Staff has not always enjoyed its present rating as an ingenious defense of Harley. Downie considers it a miscalculation of reader response comparable to The Shortest Way with the Dissenters, and Backscheider labels it an "inept" defense. 76 Even its intended beneficiary, Harley, disavowed it both publicly and privately as harmful to his cause. 77 Literary evaluations change with the times.
Neither Sherman nor Trent, however, was the first commentator to commend Memoirs. Pittis, in the otherwise hostile Queen Anne Vindicated, passes on some begrudging praise in his explanation of why Defoe is the author: "The Pamphlet has somewhat better Features than what are wont to be Stamp' d on the Works of John Dunton of Raving Memory; or I should have concluded it to be the Production of that Man." 78 Hence, Pittis concludes, this is by Defoe not Dunton, the latter serving as a byword for zaniness. Dunton is a red herring here because he was writing in favor of impeachment and had tussled with Defoe on the issue as early as the spring of 1714, before Harley was out of power. 79 Nonetheless, the logic here is the reverse of Furbank and Owens's: the pamphlet has (unspecified) merits that point away from Dunton and toward Defoe.
Pittis's ascription of The Secret History of the Secret History of the White-Staff to Defoe alongside Memoirs is significant because Furbank and Owens acknowledge that there are "major puzzles" involved in maintaining that the same person wrote all three parts of The Secret History of the White-Staff plus their exposé, The Secret History of the Secret History. The latter work attacks the White-Staff pamphlets as a smoke screen and associates them with Defoe (some had already identified Defoe's hand, but others had named Harley as the author). Defoe denied authorship of The Secret History of the Secret History in his own voice in An Appeal to Honour and Justice (February 1715). 80 The fact that Pittis was able to cut through the confusion and correctly pin The Secret History of the Secret History on Defoe adds to his reliability for the other attribution, the Memoirs. Despite the conflicting evidence, all four White-Staff pieces are accepted by Furbank and Owens. Accepting Memoirs of the Conduct of Her Late Majesty as Defoe's work involves no such puzzles of conflicting evidence.
Supposing that Defoe did not write Memoirs does present a puzzle: the degree of confidence and circumstantiality with which Pittis identifies Defoe. Pittis fits the pamphlet into Defoe's long and involved career, harking back to Defoe's debt problems and saying that adopting a persona comes naturally to the author of the Shortest Way. He elaborates on Defoe's relationship with Harley, alleges that Defoe may still be in Harley's pay, and even accuses Defoe of writing both for and against his longtime patron. Pittis identifies the Memoirs' printer, Samuel Keimer, as "his Quaker" (meaning Defoe's), describing the two as "happily coupled," and he deliberately picks out Defoe as the author from the array of people writing for Keimer at this time. 81 This Compassion mov' d in Her Breast, by the Expence of the Blood of Her People. " 87 This is precisely the defense adopted in Memoirs. In Defoe's Minutes of Mesnager, the eponymous French plenipotentiary reports that he "had it from such Persons of Honour, as merit to be believed" that even as she was signing off on war measures, Anne "was observed to let fall some Tears; and taking a great Sigh said, lord! When will this Spilling of Blood be at an End. " 88 89 A variation on this theme comes in Minutes of Mesnager, in which the message is that ministers take the brunt of monarchs' decisions ("it is the Minister who bears the Resentment, not the Sovereign"). 90 Defoe invokes the defense for himself in the Appeal: "If I am fallen under the Displeasure of the present Government, for any thing I ever did in Obedience to her Majesty in the past, I may say it is my Disaster; but I can never say it is my Fault." 91 Attributing the peace campaign to Anne is not an implausible strategy that should make us distrust the basic competence of the author. As Harley himself told the House of Lords: "If ministers of state, acting by the immediate commands of their sovereign, are afterwards to be made accountable for their proceedings, it may, one day or other, be the case of all the members of this august assembly. " 92 Defoe subscribed to the principle that the sovereign's command was an insufficient plea against treason; he chose to acknowledge the point but to build Anne's wishes into his defense of Harley anyway. Pittis charges that using the queen as a screen was a favored strategy because "they knew that dead Lyons could not bite. " 93 He is right.
There are other parallels between Memoirs and Defoe's known writings from this time. Memoirs expresses frustration at Dutch and Austrian ingratitude. 94 It emphasizes that peace overtures came from France and were only entertained by the British, which did not contravene the terms of the Grand Alliance; besides, the French offered only unofficial proposals, not formal preliminaries. 95 Inventing speeches for Anne, which re-attributing two defoe pamphlets 67 Pittis found so objectionable, was done by Defoe elsewhere, as in An Account of the Conduct of Robert, Earl of Oxford and Minutes of Mesnager. 96 Though Defoe was not necessarily alone in making these arguments at this time, there is enough evidence to justify the attribution. This evidence includes the degree of specificity in the contemporaneous source that names him; the fact that nothing in Memoirs points away from Defoe, and much internal evidence suggests him, lining up very closely with his writings from this time; and that, whatever one may feel about its "literary" merit, it was a good enough defense of Harley to draw praise from its earliest respondent and more recent critics. The polemical tracts by Defoe that debate the ministry's conduct in negotiating a separate peace with France form a knot of considerable historical significance. They are of crucial importance for scholars deliberating the extent and quality of Defoe's apology for Harley. Defoe's loyalty placed him in an invidious position: he defended measures with which he disagreed, exculpated politicians he suspected of Jacobitism, and jeopardized his safety with the new establishment. The re-attribution of Memoirs of the Conduct of Her Late Majesty and Her Last Ministry allows for a more complete assessment of Defoe's political service at this precarious moment. In it, he extends earlier arguments, such as the ambivalent stance that following a monarch's commands extenuates treasonable actions. He also introduces other tactics that he continued to develop, such as depicting Queen Anne's emotional fragility and political independence. Defoe believed in the right of the sovereign to make war, a prerogative checked by Parliament's command of the purse; here he invokes this prerogative to vindicate the former ministry. In the short term, Defoe's defense of Harley could not prevent the former treasurer's incarceration, but its persistence may have contributed to Harley's eventual acquittal in 1717. On the eve of Harley's release, Defoe published the Minutes of Mesnager, a lengthy work that obviously exceeds the polemical necessity of justifying Harley's conduct. In fact, Minutes of Mesnager gestures toward the exploitation of persona and perspective that characterizes Defoe's major prose fictions. Two and a half years earlier, pumping out defenses of Harley from every conceivable angle, Defoe wrote a different kind of work in Memoirs.
Conclusion
Evaluation can be done with or without reference to criteria and with or without citation. In short, there are pronouncements and there are arguments. There are good and bad evaluations, and evaluation is not necessarily worthless; in certain circumstances, it may even constitute valid evidence in questions of attribution. Nevertheless, in the case of occasional writings associated with Defoe, evaluation has obstructed rather than assisted confidence in assigning authorship. This essay has indicated the desirability of a separation, as far as possible, of arguments about literary evaluation and authorship attribution when considering the mass of anonymous political writing that appeared in Defoe's lifetime. A great deal of conjecture is cleared when we do not rest on assumptions about an author's writing that are constructed from an unstable canon. Responding to Furbank and Owens, Maximillian Novak has called for a more relaxed approach to evidence for Defoe attribution, given that external evidence is not always forthcoming, whereas Ashley Marshall has proposed even greater stringency and skepticism. 97 Furbank and Owens's approach remains preferable: external evidence should be sought, assessed, and usually prioritized before internal evidence is considered. Accordingly, the evidence for Defoe's authorship of A Secret History of One Year and Memoirs of the Conduct of Her Late Majesty is strong enough for their readmission into his canon.
And these pamphlets tell us much about Defoe's political convictions, particularly the desirable independence of the monarch from narrow party politics. The combined implication is that George I should rethink his party management. In A Secret History of One Year, William III supplies an instructive precedent as a monarch who initially favored Whigs but was forced to employ more Tories when the self-interest of his ministers became damaging. Queen Anne, though histrionic in Defoe's depiction in Memoirs of the Conduct of Her Late Majesty, retains control of ministers who act in her interests through Parliament. This portrayal serves the immediate purpose of exculpating Harley and reaffirms the desirable relationship between sovereigns and servants developed more generally at this juncture in Defoe's political writing. Acknowledging Defoe's authorship of these titles enables scholars to evaluate his efforts following the Hanoverian succession to shape not only accounts of the recent past but also the current situation at a pivotal moment. re-attributing two defoe pamphlets 69
